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December 27, 1990

1CAN129014

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
H M 1 Station P1-137
Washington, D. C.

SUDJECT: Arkennnn Nucient One - Unit 1
bocket No. 50-313
bleense No. DPR-51 j

1.icensen isvent Report 50-313/90-016-00 '

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(n)(2)(1), attached is the subject report
concerning Reactor Protection System and Emergency Feedwater Initiation
and Control System setpoints which were not calibrated in accordance
eith Technical Specifications requirements due to perr.ennel error.

Very truly yo 's , ,
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cc: Regional Administrator |

l Kegion IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commisston
611 Ryan Plar.n Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011
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INPO Records Contor
; Suite 1500
l 1100 Circle, 75 Parkway

Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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On Noven.ber 27, 1990, it was ideatifled that the t.olerar.cos stated in the Reactor
Protect fon System Channel Test procedures for the Reactor Power / Power Imbalance / Flow

I- histables would allow the binnb.en to be calibreted to trip at a power level
slightly greater than allowed by the Technical Specificat.lons (TS). On November 29,
it was ident.lflod that procedural tolerances would allow the bistables which enable
the automatic actuation of the Emergency Feodwater System (EFW) on loss of 4 reactor

I coolant pumps to be calibrated to actuate at i. power level slightly greater than
allowed by the TS (10%). Additionally, it was identifiel that procedural tolerances
would allow the b(stables which enable the low steam generator pressure actuation of
EFW to be calibrated to actuate at a pressure greater than allowed by the TS (750
psig). The root cause of this event was determined to be personnel errors resulting
in the procedure deficiencies. The af fected calll ration procedures were revised to
ensure compliance with TS. A program is being developed to document the basis for
existing setpoints and to provide procedural control and documentation of setpoint
determinations and changes.
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A. Plant Status

At the time the conditions discussed in this report were identified, Arkansas
Nuclear One, Unit 1 (AND-1) was fu the Cold Shutdown condition. Refueling
outage IR9 was in progress.

D. Event Description

Between November 27 and November 29, 1990, during the performance of a Technical
Specifications surveillance procedure review, three deficiencies were identified
in which procedural setpoint tolerances would have allowed the bistables
associnted with the Reactor Protection System and Emergency Feedwater Initintion
and Control System to be calibrated to actaate nt greater than their Technical
Specificctions stated limits, fechnteni Specification rigure 2.3-2 establishes
the maximum allownble setpoints for reactor thermal power by considering reactor
power imbalance (power in the upper half of the core minus power in the lower
half of the core) as compared to the various acceptable renctor coolant pump
operating configurations. The Renctor Power / Power 1mbalance/ Flow bistables are
enlibrnted to initiate a renetor trip prior to exceeding the limits established
by this figure in order to ensure that the integrity of the fuel clndding is
maintained. On November 27, 1990, it was identified that the setpoints
specified in the Reactor Protection System (RPS) pC) Channel Test proct h res
for 6he Reactor Power / Power Imbalance / Flow bistables were the actual limits as
indicated by figure 2.3-2. The nilowable procedural tolerance for this setpoint
made it possible for the histables to be Icft at a trip setpoint slightly
greater than allowed by the Technical Specificat. ions.

Technten1 Specifications require that the automatic actuntion of the Emergency
Feedwater System (EFW) on loss of 4 reactor coolant pumps be operabic above 10
percent reactor power. Below 10 percent power, this actuntion signol may be
bypassed. On November 29, 1990, it was identified that procedural tolerances
would allow the bistables which automatically ennbic the automatic actuation of
EFW on the loss of 4 reactor coolant pumps to be calibrated to actuate at
slightly greater than 10 percent s cactor power.

The EFW system is designed to be automatically actuated when steam generator3
(S0) pressure decrease 8 to 600 psig. During plant cooldowns and
depressurization when SG pressure is below 750 psig, this initiate signal may be
manually bypassed, llowever, Technical Specifications requires that the bypass
be automatically removed when SG pressure is greater than 750 psig. On November
29, 1990, it was identified that procedural tolerances would allow the bistables
which automatically enable the 1.ow SG pressure initiate to be calibrated to
actuate at slightly greater than 750 psig.
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C. Root Cause

The root cause of this event was determined to bn personnel errors resulting in
the procedure deficiencies. Personnel responsible for development of the
procedures failed to recognize thnt the tolerances allowed by the procedures
could result in setpoints which did not satisfy the TS requirements.

D. Corrective Actions

The affected calibrntion procedures were revised to ensure that the setpoints
discussed in this report remain within the limits established by the Technical
SpecifIcntlons.

The review which jdentified the deficiencies discussed in this report wns
initiated in October, 199te as a result of the discovery of a similar condition
(hER 50-368/90-021-00) in an ANO-2 procedure. The review looked at procedures
which adjust and verify Technical Specifications setpoints for the ANO-2 Plant
Protection System [JC) and the ANO 1 RPS, Engineere1 Snieguntds Actuation System
[JE], and Em9tgency Feedwater Initiation and Control bystem to ensure that they
complied with the applicable Technlent Specifications limits. This review has
been completed and no other significant deficiencies were identified.

A Plant Setpoint Control Program is being developed by ANO. This program will
document the basis for existing setpoints for selected components as well as
provide procedural control and documentation of setpoint. determinations and
changes. This program, which is an AND Ilusiness Plan item, is expected to be
fully implemented by June 5, 1992, and should prevent the occurrence of similar
events.

E. Snfety Signiflennce

Although the RPS Channel Test procedures allowed the Reactor Power / Power
Imbalance / Flow bistables to be calibrated at. slightly greater than the Technical
Specifications limit, this condition would not have resulted in the setpoint
exceeding any of the nonlyt.ical limits which were used in the safety analysis
calculations.

The setpoints for the ErW Initinto bypass resets discussed in this report are
somewhat arbit rary in nature since no annlytical limits were established for
them in the safety annlysis. In addition, the amount these actpoints were

allowed by procedure to exceed the Technical Spectrications st9ted limits was
negligible and of minimal consequence.

Considering the nbove, AND believes that the conditions discussed in this report
are of minimal safety significance.
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F. Basis for Reportability I

Since plant procedures allowed the instrutnents discussed in this report to be
calibrated to actuate at values greater than the Technical Specifications )
allowed, thes.c conditions are considered reportable pursuant to i

10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B) as operation prohibited by the plant's Technfen1
Spec 1f! cations.

G. Additional Information

previous similar events in which procedures allowed setpoints to be en11brated
above the limits established by Technical SpecificatJons were reported in LERs
50-368/86-016-00 and 50 368/90-021-00. The doficlenclos discussed in this
toport. were identified as a result of actions inttinted in renponse to the
identification of tha conditions reported in LER 50-368/90-021-00.

Energy Industry identification Systen (Ells) coden are identified in the text as

[XX].
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